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introduction

• Today, I’m going to be talking about virtual 

worlds

– Where they started, where they went, where they 

are now, and where they’re going

• Ok, so What do I mean by “virtual world”?

• it’s an umbreLla term that covers a wide

range of seemingly disparate online places

– Although it’s slowly coming to mean more Second life

than world of warcraft

• This still doesn’t explain what they are though

• Actually, the definition is quite tricky
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definition

• These are the characteristics of A Virtual world:

• It operates using An underlying automated
rule set – its physics

• A Player represents an individual “in” the 
virtual world – their character

• Interaction with the world takes place in 

real time

• The world is shared

• The world is persistent

– it’s still there when you’re not

• If it fails on any of these, it’s not a virtual 
world

Did you know?

• Golf was invented in china

• the dongxuan records relate that a game 
called chuiwan (“hitting ball”) was played 
as early as 945

• the autumn                           
banquet

– Ming dynasty
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Audit trail

• So, If we want to trace the 

history of virtual worlds, where 

should we begin?
• VW *FirstVW(VW *v)

{ VW *p = Parent(v);

return NULL == p ? v : FirstVW(p);

}

• work back from where we are    

now until we run out of things 

that fit the definition

The Lord of the rings online

• The Lord of the rings online, turbine, 2007:
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World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:

everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands .
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and  whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a  pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a that ched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the  east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
* w
Narrow road .
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to  the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This is why I get to give this talk and 

you don’t!

Family tree

• You can start at almost any modern 

virtual world and trace back to mud

– This includes the ones in the far east

• There are two with difFerent main 

progenitors

– dark age of camelot comes from dragon’s 

gate, which came from aradath

– hero’s journey comes from gemstone, which 

came from sceptre of goth

• Even so, the mud line also influenced them
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note

• mud was a textual world

• A lot of what was posSible in text 
ceased to be possible in graphics

– In design terms, they went backwards

• At last, though, graphics are catching 
up
– Soon, anyone will be able to create one

• Graphical worlds are following the 
same evolutionary path that textual
ones did

– So pay atTention!

Did you know?

• Golf was invented in france

• Here’s an illustration from Les Heures de 

la Duchesse de Bourgogne, circa 1500

– a month-by month prayerbook

• In particular September
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Mud versions

• There were thrEe early versions of mud

• Version 1 (1978) was a simple 

prototype to test the basic principle

– It took a couple of hours to write

• Version 2 (1978) was the real thing

– Written in decsystem-10 assembler

– featured dynamic object creation

• It would stiLl be recognisable as a 

virtual world today

Mud1

• Version 2 became tedious to maintain, So 
Roy Rewrote it from scratch in bcpl

• Version 3 was playable by easter 1980

– This is when I took over development

• It was Built as a game, not as a toy

– Original idea, to make a toy from which 
gameplay emerged, was too hard to implement

• Later, “mud” was used for the entire 
genre, so this mud was dubbed mud1

– Even though it was actuaLly version 3
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philosophy

• Mud was all about freEdom

• We deliberately made the world open-
ended, with no imposed narrative

• We wanted a place where people could be
and become themselves

– Very important to us

• We specified as liTtle about player 
characters as we could

– Name and gender only – no descriptions

• And we only had gender because english
forced it on us

children

• People saw mud, and were inspired by it to 
write their own virtual worlds

• Several virtual worlds were written 
by players of mud1

• the big 3 were mud1, shades and gods

• Then the big 4 with mirrorworld

• then the big 5 with federation ii

– There never was a federation 1…

• (None of these actually were big 
compared to what was to come, of course)
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range

• 10 years later, we had a flowering of new 

mud1 descendents:

– Federation ii – space opera

– The zone – adult (score to score)

– Dark city – cyberpunk

– Strat – holiday on the moon

– Trash – “fire-breathing cabBages and inflatable 

hover-cars”

– void – magical adult

– prodigy – ancient britain

– Empyrion – underwater city

– Spacers – generation spaceship

fantasy

• Even the fantasy worlds varied
considerably

– Gods – end game players can create objects 
using points given by worshippers

– Mirrorworld – rolling resets

– Avalon – grid-based in places

– Bloodstone – object decomposition (humans 
made of 260 parts)

– Amp – objects with shape

– Strata – internal currency

– Warlord – highly combat-intensive
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Breaking free

• Up until this point, virtual world 

development was mainly a uk thing

– For Large mainframes or home-built kit

• Abermud was different: it ran under unix

• When it was released, it RAPIDLY spread 

across university machines worldwide

– Tens of thousands of people played it

– They didn’t see the other early worlds

• They were inspired by abermud to write 

their own virtual worlds

The great schism

• There had always been a mix of achievers 

and socialisers in the old virtual worlds

– Most appealed to both

• Abermud was more on the game side

– Socialisers felt shut out

• In 1989, jim Aspnes at carnegie mellon 

wrote tinymud

• It dropped all game elements and 

concentrated on building

– Based on ideas from rich skrenta’s monster
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Social worlds

• Tinymud burnt out quickly, but not before 

inspiring stephen white to write tinymuck

• He then used tinymuck as a template for moo

• tinymuck also inspired larry foard to write 

tinymush

• Thus, we got thrEe main social world 

branches from tinyMUd : the mucks, mushes

and moos

• Most famous of these was lambdamoo – the 

second life of its day

– Full of journalists, educators and self-satisfaction…

backlash

• FreEd from having to satisfy socialisers, 
the achievers went hard core

• Dikumud was aLl game

– It incorporated many elements from D&D

– hard-coded, it ran fast

• It was Very easy to set up, and we got 
over a thousand of them as a result

– Mainly clones of each other, but some were 
extensively rewritten

• Dikumuds have a large branch of the 
mud family tree, with many spin-offs
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Middle way

• Lars pensjo’s lpmud was a middle way

• it had game mechanics, but was 

programmable using its lpc language

• Lpmuds were characterised by oooorrrriiiiggggiiiinnnnaaaalllliiiittttyyyy

– They tended to be very difFerent from each 

other

• They were harder to install, though, and 

appealed more to programmers than 

gamers

• Dikumuds brushed them aside

End of an era

• After the split, things settled down:

– 1989 tinymud

– 1989 lpmud

– 1990 dikumud

– 1990 moo

– 1990 tinymuck

– 1991-present one of the above…

• The capacity for innovation was 

reduced once game engines became a 

viable option
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longevity

• in 1994 (immediately pre-WWW), 10% of
aLl internet traffic belonged to muds

• At least 20 of these are stiLl
ruNning, 15 years or more later

– In mud1’s case 25 years later…

• around 1,700 are listed as open to the 
public

– the figure has held steady for over a 

decade

• Most of them are frEe to play

Did you know?

• Golf was invented in ancient egypt

– From the tomb of kheti at beni-hasan, 2600bc

• This rock tomb’s walls are covered in 

paintings of ancient egyptian sports
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others

• As I hinted at earlier, mud wasn’t the 
only early virtual world

• Whether It was chronologicalLy
first depends on your definition of “virtual 
world”

– It is by mine, but then it would be…

• These other early flowers didn’t 

flourish
– They didn’t develop seEds of their own

• Surprisingly, graphical worlds 
suffered most

avatar

• Avatar, bruce maggs, andrew shapira & 

david sides, 1979
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isolation

• Avatar ran on the plato system

• Based on a 1977 game called oubliette

– Claimed by some as the “first” virtual world

• Plato’s advantage: all users had 

identical vector graphics displays

– images were easy to do!

• Plato’s disadvantage: not transportable

• Avatar’s influence on virtual world 

development was pretty well zero

habitat

• Habitat, F. randall farmer and chip 

morningstar, 1985

• A social virtual world, it was too 

specific to commodore 64s to have children
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Ascii graphics

• Island of kesmai, kelton flinn & john taylor, 1981:

[ ][ ][ ][ ]- -[ ] orc sword  shield  chain
[ ] A        S [ ] A Jennie.c
/   >   ++++   [ ] A 2 skeletons
[ ]     ++++   [ ] B trolls
[ ] B       dn [ ]
[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]

Swing hits with moderate damage
Skeleton is slain
Orc is blocked by your armour
Troll: kia ardata luuppatar ne

>throw bottle at troll
R mace   Hits     Hits On   Stamina  Exper. M. Pnts .
L bottle   35      5        10       6523   9

• They were primitive, but they were still 
graphics…

inspired

• Island of kesmai did inspire others

• neverwinter nights, 1991                            

Kingdom of Drakkar, 1992
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uninspired

• However, after 15 years or so the iok line also
died out

• Reason: there were many more would-be 
designers and developers with a mud
background

– Because of all those frEe games

• companies wanting to make graphical
worlds had a large pool of mud talent to 
draw on

– Very few people had worked on iok-line games

• There was so much spare talent that some 
started up their own development companies

Dead ends

• Of course, not aLl those ideas had a future

• Shadows of yserbius, 

1992

• The Realm, 1997
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Close…

• Meridian 59, mike sellers & damion schubert, 1996

• m59 was almost a breakthrough product, but it 

needed too high a specification pc and modem

Ultima online

• Things changed with ultima online, 1997
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stats

• ultima online obtained 100,000 subscribers 

within a year

• now, 10 years later, it stiLl has 

something like 100,000 subscribers

– After peaking at 250,000 in 2003

• It stiLl takes over $1,000,000 a month

– And it’s been running for nearly 120 months!

• Uo made regular computer gamers notice

virtual worlds

– And regular computer game developers…

• Lineage did the same thing in korea

lineage

• Lineage, ncsoft, 1997
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Big revisited

• Graphical worlds were written by 

players of textual worlds

• In the west, The big 3 were ultima online, 

everquest and asheron’s call

• Then the big 4 with anarchy online

• Then the big 5 with dark age of camelot

• None of these actually were big compared 

to what was to come, of course…

• (is this sounding familiar at all?)

The point

• big N worlds show what’s feasible

• In the minds of the imaginative, they 

also show what’s poSsible

• All players want to be designers

• Only a few actually are designers

– Most just want to play their designs

• But when you get a critical maSs of 

design talent, you get a flowering

– A brief period before game engines appear 

and constrain creativity
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Science fiction

• Not all these are worlds of high fantasy

• Matrix                                            

online 

beta, 2004

Comic books

• This is a comic bOok world

• City of heroes, 2004
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Non-games

• some virtual worlds aren’t even games

• Second Life, 2003

The future (1)

• By seeing what happened to textual

worlds, we can predict what will happen 

to graphical ones

• Firstly, we’re about to see an influx of 

original new virtual worlds

– Mainly smalL-scale, ~10,000 players

• Secondly, there will be sdks and 

engines available to assist construction

– Getting this now, eg. multiverse and areae

– Art assets are what’s holding things up
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The future (2)

• Thirdly, once individuals have the 

ability to make their own virtual worlds, 
most creations will be AWFULAWFULAWFULAWFUL

• Some, though, will be Amazing !

• If even only 1% is, that could stiLl mean 

we have milLions of them

– Like with personal web sites

• Fourthly, there’s more to come

– Much more!

Architectures 1

• Classic client/server architecture, eg. wow

– (Actually, multiple servers using 5-10 computers each)
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Architectures 2

• Sub-world hosting, eg. second life

– (one server using several hundred computers)

Architectures 3

• Independent virtual world hosting (eg. text muds)
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Architectures 4

• Distributed system

• Many computers, many virtual worlds

Architectures 5

• FuLl distribution

• Multiple virtual world client/servers per pc
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Coming soon

• Personal worlds as easy to use as im!

That’s it!

• Ok, so it was only a brief history, but I 

hope it’s given a flavour of what 

virtual worlds are about

• If you reaLly want to know more, just 

play one and imagine

• Oh, one last thing…
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Did you know?

• Golf was invented in ancient greece

– Athens national museum, 1300bc

• Golf was also invented in ancient

rome (paganica ), England (cambuca ), 

Ireland (camanachd ) and the 

netherlands (kolf )

obviousness

• Hitting a baLl into a hole with a 

stick is an obvious idea

• The same applies to virtual worlds

• Having a computer simulate an 

imaginary world is an obvious idea

• Virtual worlds have been independently 

invented at least 7 times:

– MUD, Sceptre of goth, Avatar, Island of kesmai, 

Aradath, habitat, Monster

• We were always going to get them
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How it happened

• the modern game of golf is entirely the 

product of scotland

• Follow the audit trail from the us 

masters back in time, andit ends at 

scotland – just how it haPpened

• Follow the audit trail from lotro back 

and you reach mud

• also just how it hapPened: Writing 

Mud was not an act of genius

• That said, It was a lot of fun, though!


